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ABSTRACT Technology advancement in the last few decades allows large penetration of renewable energy
resources in the distribution network (DN). The integration of such resources has shown a substantial impact
on DN through power loss reduction and improved network reliability. Besides this, the existing protection
system has encountered coordination challenges due to the bidirectional power flow, different types and
capacity of generation sources, and changes in fault levels due to network operating modes (grid-connected
or islanded). Such conditionsmay cause the relays tomalfunction and imperil the effectiveness of the existing
protection scheme. Therefore, an efficient and robust protection coordination scheme is imperative to avoid
network reliability and stability issues to the grid. This review paper presents a comparative analysis of
various protection techniques implemented to alleviate the impact of integrated resources into DN.Moreover,
a comparison of classical and modified protection approaches in terms of advantages, shortcomings, and
implementation costs is presented. The prime objective of this study is to highlight the prominence of
utilizing user-defined programmable relays for modern DNs. Moreover, recommendations are presented
by considering the application of user-defined relay characteristics that can be proved as a robust protection
scheme to cope with the protection challenges in existing and future power systems developments.

INDEX TERMS Distribution networks (DN), microgrids (MG), protection coordination scheme, renewable
energy resources (RES), user-defined characteristics (UDC).

I. INTRODUCTION
Reduction in carbon emission policy all over the globe
focused the research on the development and integration
of renewable energy resources (RES). The increasing pro-
liferation of distributed generation (DG) units is antici-
pated, which inevitably challenges the conventional operating
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principles of the power networks. With the high penetra-
tion of RES in distribution networks (DN), the bidirectional
power flows and topology-dependent fault scenarios could
affect the protection scheme, which endangers the main-
tenance personnel and result in maloperation of under-/
over frequency and voltage relays. Due to this reason,
IEEE standard 1547–2003 specifies to disconnect the
RES units whenever any disturbance occurs on the electric
grid [1], [2].
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Microgrids (MG) are introduced as one solution to mit-
igate the technical issues regarding the high penetration of
DG units in the power networks. A MG is a small electrical
power system area that embeds DG units and loads, which is
connected to a grid at the point of common coupling (PCC)
and can contribute power at the distribution voltage level,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 [3]. The prime role of MG is to ensure
an uninterrupted, reliable, and high-quality power supply for
consumers. Furthermore, MGs bring significant economic
benefits with the utilization of combined heat and power
technology.

FIGURE 1. Typical structure of microgrid integration to the distribution
network general structure.

Microgrids are a small-scale active power network that
consists of renewable and non-conventional energy resources
as well as different types of loads. MGs can operate in
conjunction with the grid or can be independently operated
(e.g., Islanded Mode). In a grid-connected mode, it can
exchange power from both the utility side and from the dis-
tributed sources. It can also operate in islanded mode during
power failure or fault at utility; in this scenario, MG expedi-
tiously disconnects itself from the PCC by a static switch and
independently feeds power to the priority loads [4], [5].

Regardless of MG advantages, other technical issues need
to be focused related to MG protection and its entities. The
existing DN protection is designed based on radial power
flow with the highest fault level, thus the traditional protec-
tion scheme fails to detect a short circuit and coordination
between the protective devices altered or completely lost.
The miscoordination of protective devices occurs in the MGs
containing a different type of RES units which ultimately
increases the fault currents levels, changes the fault path
due to the bidirectional power flows. Moreover, the loss of
coordination occurs specifically in the MG interconnected
with inverter-based DG units, these DGs during islanded
mode limit the fault current which desensitizes the protection
scheme [5]–[7]. Consequently, undesired relay trippingmight
occur that further degrades the reliability and selectivity of
protection device coordination [8]. Therefore, the existing

protection devices require modifications and improvement
to address the challenges encountered by RES integration in
the DN.

Various conventional and modified relaying schemes are
available in the literature for the protection of integrated
power networks. The authors in [9]–[13] summarize the var-
ious protection strategies and relay coordination methods
based on additional components and modified relay charac-
teristics to avoid reliability issues and ensure safe operation
of the network, as summarized in Fig. 2. In recent years, some
authors have proposed an alternative protection coordination
approach based on the amendments in standard relaying char-
acteristics [14]–[17]. Kiliçkiran et al. in [17] presented a
comprehensive study on non-standard characteristics (NSC)
to provide a reliable protection scheme for modern power
networks. This study presents a promising solution to alle-
viate the protection coordination challenges for integrated
DN at different operating scenarios. A similar analysis in [8]
focused on the technical concerns required to alleviate the

FIGURE 2. Protection coordination schemes for interconnected
distribution networks.
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impact of integrated DGs on protection performance. The
study highlighted a list of general solutions to overcome
protection issues related to integrated networks with specific
operating topology or layout, in addition to presenting the
recent techniques using different characteristics other than the
standard ones. Therefore, the protection coordination study
requires proper adjustment and settings of the relay parame-
ters to avert the unintentional disconnection in the extensive
integrated network.

Relay coordination is a highly constrained, nonlinear, and
non-convex protection problem. Thus numerous solutions
have been proposed based on conventional protection tech-
niques [18]–[20], analytical methods [21], [22], optimiza-
tion, and intelligent computing techniques [11], [23], [24]
have been explored to solve the relay coordination problem.
Although the proposed strategies contributed to obtaining
optimal and robust overcurrent relay settings during dynamic
network operating states. They are however lead to a more
complex protection system and fail to provide effective pro-
tection against the faults originating after a change in grid
topology, network reconfiguration, and multi-MGs operating
in different zones after a permanent grid fault.

To address the research gap, this paper presents a compre-
hensive review of protection strategies to alleviate the impact
of the high penetration of renewable energy resources into
the DN. The remaining sections of this paper are structured
as follows: Protection coordination challenges in integrated
DN are presented in Section II. Section III discusses the
review of possible solutions that have been proposed to mit-
igate the impact of various types of DGs connected to DNs.
Section IV presents the recommendations to alleviate the pro-
tection challenges in the integrated DN and finally, Section V
concludes this review paper.

II. PROTECTION COORDINATION CHALLENGES IN
INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
The integration of MG into the DN has improved the grid
reliability and resilience by utilizing the on-site generation of
renewable resources ecologically and cost-effectively. How-
ever, the increased integration of distributed generations and
novel topologies embedded in MG would impose a major
challenge to the existing protection strategies. Some of the
prominent protection challenges of integrated DNs are high-
lighted as follows:

A. CHANGE IN FAULT LEVELS
Conventionally, the protection scheme is designed based on
the largest fault current and the type of network (transmis-
sion/distribution). However, such a protection scheme might
not be able to protect the network integrated with different
types and capacities of RES. The complication arises for the
existing protection scheme to detect the fault in the presence
of various types of RES-DGswhen operating in Grid On/OFF
modes [25]–[27].Moreover, the high penetrated Synchronous
DGs inject fault currents in the range of 5-6 times its rated
current [6], [7], [28], which causes a considerable change

in the fault levels. Whereas inverter-based DGs incorporated
in MGs are unable to contribute adequate current towards
the total fault current. It is due to the low thermal overload
capability of inverters, limiting their maximum output fault
current to about 1.1-3 times the rated current [10], [29], [30].

B. PROTECTION BLINDING
The injection of multi-type DGs on large scale results in the
bidirectional current flow in the feeders, which has posed
many protection issues, like the new fault current sources,
which increases the fault levels and reduces the reach of
relays. Moreover, the contribution of fault current by the grid
varies with respect to the location and size of DG. Consid-
ering a network with a DG connection at Bus1 as shown
in Fig. 3, when a fault occurs at the far end of the feeder
Bus 2, the upstream relay R1 underreaches the fault current
owing to current division and change in Thevenin impedance.
Thus, this phenomenon jeopardizes the relay sensitivity of
the feeder relay R1. This undesirable effect is termed as
protection blinding. [31], [32].

FIGURE 3. Protection blinding phenomenon in an integrated network.

C. NUISANCE TRIPPING
Nuisance or False tripping situation refers to an undesirable
operation caused by the tripping of healthy feeder relay
for the fault occurring at the adjacent feeder, due to the
integrated RES. Fig.4 shows that if the fault occurs at an
adjacent bus then the major portion of the fault is fed by
the high penetrated DG, which ultimately increases the relay
pickup current connected at the healthy feeder. Consequently,
the relay R2 trips earlier than the faulted feeder relay R1 due
to the DG back-feed on a fault incident.

D. UNINTENTIONAL ISLANDING
Unintentional islanding is another important consideration
to maintain power system reliability. If the DGs connected
in MG continue delivering the power to the load due to
the fault at the grid (Loss of Mains). It may cause power
imbalance, voltage, and frequency issues to the network
if such unintentional islanding remains undetected. There-
fore, it is desirable to activate the associated protection
to avoid undesirable operations of MG during islanding
mode [33], [34].Moreover, it may cause the line in-charge life
in danger who is attending the fault unknowingly that circuit
is energized [35].
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FIGURE 4. Nuisance tripping caused by integrated RES sources.

Other protection coordination problems include cascade
failure of the protective devices due to loss of relay coor-
dination, auto reclosure, and fuse coordination issues due
to the fault currents injected by DGs which may damage
the measuring equipment [5], [10], [26], [31]. To mitigate
the aforesaid protection challenges related to the selectiv-
ity and sensitivity issues, a proper and reliable protection
strategy need to be implemented for the stable operation of
MG integrated with DNs.

III. RELAYING SCHEMES TO MITIGATE THE LOSS OF
PROTECTION SETTINGS
In recent years, many literature reviews on protection chal-
lenges under bulk penetration of RES are published, and
various techniques have been proposed to present an ade-
quate protection strategy for MGs [9]–[11]. These studies
summarize the various strategies proposed by the researchers
to mitigate the protection issues in integrated DNs, as shown
in Fig. 2.

A. CONVENTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED ON RES IMPACT
AND TOPOLOGY CHANGES
This section discusses the mitigating strategies for the dis-
tribution protection system connected with DGs. The first
approach is based on conventional strategies in which the
protection settings remain intact to minimize the additional
equipment cost and operational disruption due to reverse
current flow.

1) DISCONNECTION OF DGS
A conventional approach is adopted to keep the protection
settings intact to avoid unnecessary and unselective DG trip-
ping. It minimizes the fault clearing time by disconnecting
the DG zone once a fault is detected [36]. Generally, cur-
rent practices are usually followed by Distribution Network
Operators (DNO) and DG owners to decouple the DG once
the fault is detected according to the IEEE 1547-2003 stan-
dard [37]. This practice usually applies to all types of DGs
connected at the PCC up to 10MVA; the reason is to avoid
the unnecessary tripping of healthy zones due to fault. Sim-
ilarly, if a fault happens at the grid when connected with an
inverter-based DG system. In that case, the standard specifies

to disconnect the system within two seconds to protect the
unintentional islanding. This could avoid the energization
and operation of the remaining network connected at PCC
according to the conditions as mentioned in German Standard
VDE 0126-1-1 and Australian Standard 4777.3 [38], [39].
Most countries like the U.S., Canada also prefer to stop the
power generation in a specified time duration and disconnect
the DG under fault conditions at the grid as specified in
their standards [40], [41]. However, these practices differ
primarily in Europe [42], where DNOs allow the islanding
operations, which contrasts developed countries’ practices,
asmentioned above, that cause reliability and safety problems
due to present network topology and protection schemes.

2) DG CONNECTION AND FRT REQUIREMENTS
To maximize the DG usage in the network under different
operating modes, the system operators have introduced the
standardized grid codes where DG can supply power and
energize healthy portions of DN during the fault condition.
This enhances system reliability and ensures a stable and
fast system restoration. According to the standard defined
by South Africa for renewable power plants (RPP), the grid
codes are applicable based on the magnitude of the voltages,
category, and power rating of RPP, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Fault current contribution in case of protection blinding.

Hence, the DGs are allowed with fault ride-through (FRT)
techniques to avoid disconnection due to faults. Such FRT
techniques support the grid and prevent thewidespread loss of
generation even at zero voltage dip for 0.15s measured at the
point of common coupling (POC) as specified in Table 1 [43].
It also helps to control the damage in DN caused by the
contribution of fault current due to high penetrated DGs [41].

The operation of DGs depends on the stability of sys-
tem voltage & frequency; any sudden change or dip in the
parameters may trip the protection device and fails to comply
with the grid code requirement. FRT techniques discussed
in [44]–[46] can avoid unnecessary disconnection of DGs and
make them less sensitive to voltage dips and enable them to
ride through for a short time. Moreover, the researchers have
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TABLE 1. Units for magnetic properties.

proposed a technique to detect the rate of rise of fault current
in photovoltaic inverter-based DGs (PV-DG) and transform
them ‘‘into dynamic reactive power compensator STATCOM
(termed PV-STATCOM’’). This conversion is suggested to
comply with voltage and support the grid according to the
grid code requirements [47]. Considering the benefits of FRT,
several power supply companies and utility grids have stan-
dardized the requirements for different types of DG in their
grid codes [41], [48]–[52]. Several FRT capability for a solar
power plant is considered for various countries, as presented
in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Maximum time requirements for RPP disconnection.

3) ADDITION OF AUXILIARY DEVICES
To alleviate the protection coordination failures in DN caused
by high fault levels contributed by DGs, an auxiliary device
such as fault current limiter (FCL) is connected in series
to limit the fault current and improve FRT functionality
of DGs. An ideal fault current limiter efficiently increases its
impedance from low to maximum, which suppresses the fault
current of DG so that proper coordination among relays could
be maintained [53]. Another approach is given in [54], [55],
which discusses the improved types of FCL (SR-FCL & CR-
FCL) with modified control strategies. These are connected
to the DC side of the double fed induction generator (DFIG)

to limit the current injected by the rotor side converter during
the faults. It improves the overall performance and achieves
the maximum low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability
of DFIG even at zero grid voltage. Thus far, many other
strategies have been proposed for inverter-based DGs like
passive ‘‘FCL (PFCL), superconducting FCL (SFCL), solid-
state FCL (SSFCL), and controlled-based FCL’’ to meet the
FRT code requirements [56].

During the Islanded mode, the inverter-based DGs do not
inject enough fault current that can be sensed by existing
overcurrent protection devices. Thus, the utilization of energy
storage devices like flywheel, supercapacitors, and batteries
has been proposed to overcome sensitivity issues [57]. Pre-
viously, in [58], [59], prototype fault current sources during
transients have been proposed, including a storage device,
a triggering circuit, and a switch-based charging module.
Comparing to another device named a flywheel energy stor-
age system was designed to act as a current source to increase
the inverter currents. Similarly, the authors have proposed
adding supercapacitors in the DC link of an inverter to get
activated during abnormal conditions [60]. However, these
fault current sources require a high initial cost.

Various methods have been investigated to mitigate the
negative impacts caused by DGs towards conventional pro-
tection in DN. In [45], [61], a simple and reliable control
method is proposed for inverter-based DGs to limit their out-
put current based on terminal voltage.Mostly converter-based
DGs are provided with voltage source converters (VSC),
which are sensitive towards voltage dips and get trip failing
to comply with the FRT requirement. This method does not
compromise the existing protection scheme in DN without
restricting DG utilization during normal conditions. Further-
more, in the literature [62], two VSC control types were pro-
vided for electronic-based converter VC-VSC and CC-VSC.
Control strategies have been proposed to alleviate the impact
of voltage dips and restrict the flow of real and reactive power
within acceptable limits according to the grid requirement
during fault conditions. The author has proposed in [63] that
VC-VSC control is more acceptable for grid-connected and
islanding operating scenarios than conventional current con-
trol. However, efficient controlmethods need to be introduced
to respond to short circuits injected by various DG types to
ensure continuous connectivity with grids.

4) OPTIMAL DG SIZING AND LOCATION
Another conventional practice to optimize the DG capacity
and location without revising the existing protection devices.
This approach could help the DNO decide to expand the
network to permit the installation of new DGs or limit it.
Furthermore, this approach could be efficient technically and
economically compared to FRT techniques due to the high
initial cost of FCL [64].

Several load flow, dynamic programming, and optimization-
based algorithms have been proposed to maximize the DG
power utilization and meet the protection coordination con-
straints [65]–[67]. The work in [68] proposed an optimization
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method to calculate the maximum DG sizing by considering
the protection settings as constraints to maintain the relay
coordination in the DN. Moreover, network power losses
and node voltage constraints have been considered to avoid
unwanted impacts on the existing system. The results reveal
that the allowable DG size was achieved by considering the
protection coordination constraints and reduced line losses.
If such constraints were avoided, there could be the possi-
bility of utilizing maximum DG capacity; however, it may
cause the failure of the entire protection scheme. Similarly,
work in [69] proposed a methodology that decides the opti-
mal location, sizing, and proper utilization of intermittent
and dispatchable DGs. The author used two-stage optimiza-
tion frameworks to reduce the long-term cost, including
investment, operational & maintenance(O&M), and fuel cost
of DGs connected in the MG. In [61], a multi-objective
framework has been suggested to optimize the DG loca-
tion and capacity limits to maintain the existing protection
coordination in integrated DN. An optimization technique is
implemented to solve the formulated problem by considering
various network aspects, including protection coordination
settings as a constraint. The proposed technique assigns opti-
mal DG location in the network to achieve better penetration
levels. However, in practical scenarios, any modification in
network topology or change in protection devices and settings
may reduce the DG capacity.

In 2016, Kumar et al. proposed an optimal implementa-
tion and sizing of RES based on techno-economic viabil-
ity [70]. The scheme optimizes and controls the generation
capacity of MG-RES and DG connected in the DN for both
grid-connected and islanded modes of operation. The con-
trol scheme for RES optimally prioritized the critical load
based on available generation to maintain the continuity of
power supply. Moreover, to enhance the reliability and power
utilization of MG-based RES, a PSO-based optimization
approach has been implemented in [71] to find the optimal
location of photovoltaic inverter-based DGs (PV-DG) con-
nected in MG. The main goal is to minimize the network
power losses by complyingwith radiality and voltage stability
limits constraints. The overall results have improved the bus
voltages in the MG and reduced the power losses of the net-
work; however, the protection challenges that occurred due
to the integration of generating sources must be considered
accordingly.

This section has discussed the advantages and shortcom-
ings of the conventional protection strategies implemented to
mitigate the impact of integrated generating sources into DN.
Table 1 summarizes the key features of current practices
adopted to mitigate the protection challenges. To meet an
existing protection requirement from an operational per-
spective, disconnecting the DGs or limiting their generat-
ing output is considered an economical and viable solution
for DNO’s. However, this affects the DG operational effi-
ciency and reliability along with capital investment by the
DG owners. Moreover, the FRT requirements are suggested
to meet the protection challenges and utilize the maximum

DG capacity for the network under different operatingmodes.
This strategy can prevent the widespread loss of generation
even at zero voltages for 0.15sec and ensures system recovery.
Though, this technique requires additional control strategies
to overcome protection failure during low-level faults. This
approach injects high fault currents, which must be sensed
by conventional overcurrent relays and alleviate the impact of
voltage dips. Due to the growing concerns of RES into DN,
such developed control strategies, e.g., FCL, energy storage
devices, capacitor banks, etc., need resizing and relocations
accordingly. Which ultimately increases their operational
cost to meet the FRT grid requirements. Therefore, secure
and reliable protection solutions need to be implemented to
overcome the interconnected generation impacts.

B. MODIFIED PROTECTION COORDINATION STRATEGIES
FOR INTERCONNECTED DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
Another set of solutions have been proposed by researchers
to solve the protection coordination issues in the integrated
networks. This section discusses the modified protection
coordinationmethods and strategies based on additional com-
ponents and relays characteristics to avoid reliability issues
and network stability on the grid. Table 5 highlights the key
features, advantages, and shortcomings of the modified pro-
tection approaches implemented to the integrated network.

1) CONVENTIONAL PROTECTION RELAYS
Conventionally, a distribution network (DN) contains, e.g.,
fuses, reclosers, relays, and circuit breakers as protection
devices. These protection devices are coordinated with each
other to interrupt the unidirectional fault current that flows
from the source end to the fault point. For distribution feeders,
three protection relays are considered: (i) instantaneous OCR,
(ii) definite time (DTOC), and (iii) inverse-time over current
(IDMT). If the value of current magnitude exceeds a present
value, in that case, the relays provided with instantaneous
overcurrent characteristics send a trip signal instantly without
any delay, whereas, for DTOC relays, they operate after a
definite time, accordingly. Conventionally, IDMTOCR is the
most utilized protection device in DN and coordinates with
other relays in the network.

a: OVERCURRENT RELAY
Generally, non-directional overcurrent (NDOCR) protection
is usually required for radial DN. However, DG integration
has changed the direction of fault currents and jeopardize
feeder protection due to bidirectional flow. For DN, relays are
installed on each feeder to protect the faults in their respective
zones, termed as primary protection of that line. If a primary
relay fails to operate, it may cause a spread of fault current in
the adjacent lines and create a catastrophic effect. Therefore,
the primary relays are coordinated with another relay known
as a backup relay. This backup relay coordinates with the pri-
mary relay and operates after a specific time interval termed
as Coordination Time Interval (CTI) [72].
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TABLE 3. Conventional protection techniques for composite generating sources connected with distribution network.

Considering this, Fig. 6 explains the coordination of non-
directional relays for a simple radial network containing two
buses B1 and B2 provided with IEC standard 60255-3 normal
inverse time-current characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7 [73].
A Line-to-ground (LG) fault is assumed at locations F1
and F2; the relay R2 must sense it and sends the trip signal
to its associated circuit breaker. Meanwhile, the backup relay
R1 must wait for a specific time interval, i.e. (TR2+ CTI),
to maintain the coordination with a primary relay. There-
fore, to obtain a proper relay setting, the protection coor-
dination is formulated as a highly constrained, non-convex,
and non-linear optimization problem. According to standard
IEC-60255-3 [73], the characteristics equation of time inverse
overcurrent relay is given below:

Top =
A ∗ TMS

(PCS)B − 1
(1)

In Eq.(1), Top is the relay operating time, TMS is the
time multiplier setting; PCS is the pickup current setting
that determines the fault current passing through the relay,
whereas A and B are standard characteristics coefficients of
inverse time overcurrent relay as specified in Table 4.

FIGURE 6. Coordination curve between a primary and backup relay.

The goal of the objective function (OF) is to achieve the
minimum relay operating time while meeting the coordina-
tion constraints against various fault locations and different
types of short circuit faults, namely phase to ground faults,
phase to phase faults, and three-phase faults. The generalized
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TABLE 4. IEC 60255 characteristics constants of idmt relays.

formulation of OF is given in Eq. (2).

OF = minT =
K∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

(
M∑
i=1

(
tPrimaryijl +

N∑
b=1

tBackupijl

))
(2)

whereas T donates the total relays operating time, M symbol-
izes the total number of relays while ‘i’ is the relay indicator
andN indicates the total number of backup relays correspond-
ing to each primary relay. The subscript ‘b’ represents the
backup relay, ‘j’ is the fault type identifier (L-G, L-L, LL-G,
LLL) and ‘l’ represents the fault location. Moreover, for
inverse time overcurrent relays, a set of time constraints,
CTI is needed to ensure a safe operation and maintain coor-
dination between primary and the backup relays as expressed
in Eq. (3). The CTI value depends on the type of relay, relay
error, circuit breaker time, and safety margins and is usually
set between 0.2-0.5 seconds according to IEEE and industrial
standards [14], [72]–[75].

tbijl − tijl ≥ CTI ∀ b, i, j, l (3)

tmin < ti < tmax ∀i = 1,2, . . .M (4)

Here, tijl represents the primary operating time of ith relay
for the fault-type ‘j’ that occurred at location ‘l’, while
tbijl denotes the backup operating time of the relay with
respect to the primary relay ‘ith’ for the same fault and
location. Two other conventional relay constraints PCS &
TMS are required to solve the non-linear formulation of relay
coordination problem as given in Eq. (5) and (6). The PCS
range of the relay is set between twice the max load current to
the one-third of the minimum fault current, and the minimum
and maximum bound of TMS for each relay are taken in the
range between 0.05-1.1 [76], [77], respectively:

(2ILmax)i_min < PCSi < (
1
3
I
fMinimum

)i_max ∀i = 1, 2, . . .M

(5)

TMSi_min < TMSi < TMSi_max ∀i = 1, 2, . . .M (6)

To solve the protection coordination problem, various tech-
niques are available in the literature to solve the protection
coordination issues for integrated DN [10]. In [78], [79]
classification techniques trial and error, curve fitting meth-
ods are implemented based on the location of DGs, which
optimally adapts the recloser setting to maintain the coor-
dination between fuse and recloser. These methods require
many iterations and have a slow convergence rate to reach
an optimal solution. Therefore, optimization techniques are

FIGURE 7. International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) inverse-time
characteristic curves Std [73].

proposed to solve the protection coordination issues instead
of previous methods like analytical methods and graph theory
techniques [80]. Such methods formulate the protection coor-
dination problem as highly constrained and optimize the relay
parameters to achieve minimum operating time to ensure
proper coordination between relays. These techniques are
quite useful for small penetrated DGs where fault levels do
not vary much. However, due to the change in the direction
of fault current normally fed by integrated generating sources,
the protection setting needs to be revised to maintain the
selectivity among relays.

b: DIRECTIONAL OVER CURRENT RELAY
The addition of DGs into the DN has changed the direction of
fault currents, ultimately jeopardizing the feeder protection.
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the relay installed
in the grid can sense the fault current from any direction
(i.e., upstream or downstream). A directional relay (DOCR)
is designed to overcome the protection coordination issues
due to bidirectional faults [74]. DOCR operates when the
fault drives the power flow in a particular direction (forward
direction). Fig.8 explains the robustness of DOCRprovided at
feeder 3 to protect the unnecessary tripping of healthy feeder
due to the fault F1 occurred at feeder 2. This relay has a
quality to trip the fault in one direction that moves away from
the bus. Therefore, these relays must coordinate to disconnect
the affected portion of the grid in the shortest possible time.
This can be done if the pickup setting current (PSC) and
time setting multiplier (TMS) of the DOCR are set optimally.
In this regard, various analytical and optimization methods
have been implemented to mitigate relay coordination issues.

In [19], [22], the analytical approaches are proposed to
identify the critical fault points in the system and obtain
optimal relay settings. Another approach based on interior
point iterative numerical algorithm was proposed in [21] to
successfully obtain the protection coordination settings for
primary and backup relays. As the analytical methods are
known to be useful for radial DNs, but not effective for
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FIGURE 8. Configuration of DOCR to prevent nuisance tripping.

large meshed networks and require high computational time.
Therefore, the relay settings need to be coordinated with the
modifications in the network. Considering this fact, the author
has proposed novel protection settings for relay considering
future network planning [81]. The scheme can provide utility
planners with a set of relay settings that remain valid for the
various DG units to utilize their maximum capacity. The other
protection approaches and formulation required to solve the
relay coordination problems in the integrated networks are
presented in [82]–[85].

For an extensive interconnected network, the authors
in [86] have discussed the limitation of improper settings of
DOCR that may cause the under-reach problem for varying
the VARs of DGs. A unique solution using DOCR with
an additional load encroachment function was proposed to
detect far-end faults. The results showed that adding load
encroachment control in the problem formulation ensures
security over the full range of current directional angles with-
out compromising the detection of faults on the collector end.
Moreover, to avoid unintentional DG disconnection during
the faults, the author has proposed a dual setting DOCR in a
meshed DN [87]. This approach is utilizing the parameters of
two inverse time characteristics, based on the direction of the
fault. The results demonstrated that the proposed approach
performed better as compared to the single directional O/C
relay. However, utilizing the additional features may increase
the cost of the relay.

Despite the advantages, the authors in [50], [55] high-
lighted the drawbacks of DOCR in terms of their cost, fault
detection, and unwanted tripping. This scheme utilizes two
DOCRs at each end of the line and requires two circuit
breakers, two voltage and current transducers which may
increase the cost of the protection equipment. Moreover, due
to the thermal limit of inverters, the inverter-based DGs inject
significantly less amount of current during a fault condi-
tion, which is less enough to be sensed by DOCR. Another
drawback is the tripping of healthy feeders at the upstream
feeder end due to the DGs provided with non-directional

overcurrent relay (NDOCR) protection. Therefore, theremust
be a directional element associated with OC relays to cater
to the forward direction faults and block the current fed by
adjacent lines [88].

c: DISTANCE (IMPEDANCE/ADMITTANCE) PROTECTION
RELAYS
As the name implies, distance relays are designed to respond
to the impedance that occurs between relay location and
reach of fault location. The fault is detected by measuring
the apparent impedance seen by the relay using node voltage
and the measured current at the relay point. The apparent
impedance (Zr ) is compared with the impedance set value
(Zs) called reach point impedance. If Zr is less than the Zs,
the fault is detected between the relay and the reach point.
For the modern digital relays, three stepped distance protec-
tion is provided for double end-fed systems where the fault
current is injected by multiple sources, as illustrated in Fig. 9.
The key advantage of utilizing a distance protection scheme,
the settings are not affected by the change in network topol-
ogy, especially in the islanded mode of operation, because
settings are mainly dependent on the measured impedance.
Usually, distance relays are implemented for the protection
of transmission networks (TN). However, this relay can be
implemented to DN due to the natural directional property
available in distance relays. A strategy is proposed for the
DNs based on a distance relaying scheme that provides pri-
mary and backup protection of 11kV circuits [89]. A quadri-
lateral approach was suggested to mitigate the error of under
reach and overreach errors for ring and radial circuits during
the phase-to-earth faults.

FIGURE 9. Distance protection scheme for bidirectional power flow in the
system.

In comparison to conventional distance relays, which
require default zones setting to issue a trip signal, the work
proposed in [81] implements an adaptive protection scheme
for highly penetrated DGs. The proposed schemes update
the relay zones settings and impedance setpoints based on
the network operating state. The robustness of the adaptive
schememakes the distance relay more sensitive and improves
the selectivity and speed of the relay, as shown in Fig. 10.
Another adaptive approach given in [90] discussed the failure
of protection coordination for the low-level faults caused by
the change in the network topology. An impedance-based
protection technique is implemented to quickly detect and
clear the temporary faults in the protection zone. The scheme
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FIGURE 10. Adaptive protection scheme for distance relay.

adopts the modified zone and updates the reach of the relay
with variation in the source impedance.

For bidirectional faults in DN, another type of distance
relay is proposed in literature termed as admittance relay,
as shown in Fig. 11. The operating characteristics show the
boundary of Zset, and the ohmic setting of relay impedance
ZR is within the circle. It can be seen that the circle that
passes through the origin activates the inherent directional
relay property to discriminate against the faults that exist
inside and outside of the zone. Considering the benefit of
admittance relay, in literature [91]–[93], the authors proposed
an idea to implement admittance relay for interconnected
systems to improve the performance of MG protection during
grid-connected and islanded scenarios. Therefore, in 2009,
Dewadasa et al [92], [94] proposed incorporating admittance
relay with IDMT relays to overcome the protection scenar-
ios for low fault current in a standalone operation of MG.
Another research conducted to protect feeders against three-
phase fault occurs in radial MG connected to utility with
back-to-back converters. As specified in [4] , the protection
scheme overcomes the line protection difficulties cause by
converters during fault and ensures low-level fault detections.
The admittance relay incorporates inverse time characteris-
tics based on measure the admittance of line to overcome
the reach settings. The proposed scheme helps to control the
converter voltages and limits the fault current in the affected
phases accordingly. Furthermore, the proposed approach for
admittance relay has provided improvements as compared to
the impedance relays for DN. However, the relay’s inverse
time characteristic fails to complywith the safetymargins and
may disturb the selectivity and increase the tripping time of
protection devices.

FIGURE 11. Operating characteristic of MHO relay.

d: DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION SCHEME
This type of scheme normally protects the equipment by
comparing the currents entering or leaving the defined
zone. The relay operation based on the difference of cur-
rent flow from the operating coil of the relay, as shown
in Fig. 12. The significant advantage of implementing dif-
ferential relay is the capability to detect bidirectional and
high impedance faults. The zone settings are not affected
by the change in fault levels due to changes in the net-
work topology. Moreover, it provides high sensitivity and
selectivity and acts against power swing and external
faults [9], [95].

FIGURE 12. Differential Protection concept for bidirectional current
flows.

As presented in [87], [88], various literature discusses
the implementation of differential relay for interconnected
networks. The scheme implemented in [96] provides efficient
protection to the transmission network. The differential relay
utilizes a communication link to measure and gather the
required data to sense the fault occurrence. It sends a tripping
signal accordingly to the CB to avoid nuisance tripping.
Moreover, symmetrical components-based differential pro-
tection scheme proposed in [97] to determine the fault current
and isolate the MG by a fast semiconductor switch. Another
approach based on differential power fault detection has
been proposed for detecting symmetrical components anal-
ysis during power swings [98]. The technique detects the
difference of power by calculating the predicated and actual
monitored voltage and current samples during a transient
situation. A communication-assisted protection scheme was
proposed in [99] to overcome the substantial variation of fault
currents in the grid-connected and islanded operation mode.
An algorithm is implemented to determine the current state of
the network and calculate the restrain current for differential
protection scheme to adjust the multi-terminal zone protec-
tion of the system. Many other approaches to differential
protection schemes have been proposed in the literature [100]
and found to be more reliable than conventional protection
schemes. However, in the case of communication system
failure, a backup protection scheme needs to be implemented
to differentiate the currents that maintain the entire network
reliability.
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2) OVERCURRENT PROTECTION USING SYMMETRICAL
PROTECTION
Such a protection scheme has been suggested to overcome
the possibility of protection coordination failure for unbal-
anced faults, e.g., LG, LL, LLG in DN. In this approach,
the unbalanced current components are split into three bal-
anced components positive, negative, and zero sequence [97].
In [101], a negative sequence directional element protection
based on microprocessor relays (MBR) to protect low voltage
MGs was suggested. This method also implements neutral
voltage protection to avoid the voltage rise at the ungrounded
portion of the stepdown transformer. The scheme enabled
the single-phase tripping for the faults that occur in the
grid-connected and islanded operation of MG without need
for any communication links among relays.

Similarly, a communication-assisted symmetrical compo-
nents based differential relaying scheme was proposed for
DNs and can locate both symmetrical and unsymmetrical
faults. However, the low-bandwidth channel is required for
the electrical data to be transferred using the communication
medium. And any loss in the channel may cause undesir-
able effects on the system operation [102]. In smart DN,
mostly protection coordination issues are raised because of
low thermal limits imposed by semiconductor switches of
electronically coupled DGs. Therefore, a solution is proposed
for fault detecting and isolating control strategies for closed-
loop MGs [103]. The proposed scheme incorporates the
existing protection scheme without using a communication
link and change in relay settings. According to the proposed
scheme, each DG calculates the impedance of MG indirectly
to identify the fault; if themeasured impedance is less than the
threshold value, the fault is detected. Moreover, the control
scheme provided adjust the control of DG according to new
droop characteristics. However, the extra cost is required
for the energy storage system and supercapacitors to inject
high fault current connected with the DC link. In 2017,
Zhang et al. [95], [96] proposed the techniques to detect
power direction by considering a spot network incorporating
high penetrated RES. The method uses the positive and nega-
tive sequence current components to observe and compare the
change in power direction for different fault types that occurs
at different locations.

Additionally, a positive sequence-based pilot blocking
approach for closed-loop networks is presented in 2018 [104],
as shown in Fig. 13. The configuration consists of remote
terminal units (RTU) installed in every Ring Network Cab-
inet (RNC) to monitor the current between the busbar of DN.
The scheme analyzed the power direction and stimulated the
value of (RTU) based on various short circuit fault current
occurs at different locations. Thus, the Master station (MS)
monitors the status of all RTUs, which are synchronized with
each other, and makes the decision accordingly to recover the
system. The symmetrical components-based protectionmeth-
ods are efficient and alleviate the protection issues caused
by the reverse power flow in interconnected power net-
works. However, the need for strong communication links is

FIGURE 13. Symmetrical components-based protection scheme for the
closed-looped distribution network.

mandatory for reliable operation, which may cost high and
become difficult for real-time implementation.

3) ADAPTIVE PROTECTION SCHEMES
For conventional protection systems, technicians must be
available on-site to reset the relay settings because of any
network operational changes. For smart and modern DN,
the workforce is not required since such systems are equipped
with automation and online monitoring capabilities. More-
over, the conventional protection scheme for MG integrated
with DN is subjected to selectivity and sensitivity issues
during the fault in the standalone operation because of the
change in fault level. Electro-mechanical and static relays,
therefore, may not be suitable for the protection of intercon-
nected MGs. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a relaying
scheme to modify the relay settings using external signals.
As the name implies, adaptive protection is an online protec-
tion scheme used to adapt both the relay settings and char-
acteristics according to the system’s current state, as given
in Fig. 14. This section discusses the techniques proposed to
make the protection scheme adaptive with intelligent devices
and communication mediums.

FIGURE 14. Configuration for Simple Adaptive Protection Scheme.

An adaptive protection scheme for DN was proposed
in [105] to alleviate the effect of high penetrated DGs. The
proposed scheme is efficient to adapt the protection coordi-
nation settings for any topological change in the network,
and in case of permanent faults, the scheme ensures load
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recovery with minimum loss. However, the adaptive scheme
fails to provide suitable protection for low-level faults; any
failure in the downstream breaker sends the command to the
main substation circuit breaker, ultimately shutting down the
entire system. Further, a protection solution was proposed
to improve the selectivity for the network reconfiguration
system and islanded operation of distribution networks [106].
The scheme coordinates and communicates with the local
control to detect the faults or observe any change in net-
work condition based on local measurements. After that,
the required changes for relay settings are sent to the cen-
tral controller, updating the settings according to the current
network state through communication links.

Antonova et al. 2012 in [42] recommended adaptive pro-
tection, in which each bus is provided with a DOCR through
a communications system via the MG-central controller
(MGCC). The offline study generates events and lookup
tables by considering all the MG configurations. The MGCC
monitors the network operating state and analyses the events
and the lookup tables to coordinate the relay settings. The
Intelligent protection device communicates with the CC dur-
ing the fault scenario to adapt the relay settings by analyzing
the fault type and location. However, the proposed strategy
could not be effective for large MG configurations because
of the excess memory used to store large amounts of offline
data. Furthermore, this scheme fails to protect against high
impedance faults (HIF) and dynamic load changes or net-
work addition. In 2014, the work published in [107] devel-
oped an adaptive protection system for the MG installed on
Hailuoto Island in Finland. This system used communication
links to transmit the collected data from intelligent electronic
devices (IED) to an MGCC for real-time analysis. The sim-
ulation work was carried out for several cases to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive relay performance.
The disadvantage of this strategy is the risk of a failure
in the communication networks and the lack of DGs integra-
tion features.

Moreover, a detailed review of modified protection
schemes discussed by the authors in [13] highlighted the key
features and discussed the practices to adapt the relay set-
tings using telecontrol and automation techniques. In recent
years, adaptive strategies for digital relays in MG integrated
networks utilize the MGCC and IED to adapt the settings
in a short interval and improve the relay sensitivity and
selectivity in their particular operating zones [108]. Further-
more, the development of reliable communications systems
in smart DNs has been accelerated by the emergence of the
standard IEC61850 communication protocol. This quickly
shares the operating information among IED and MGCC,
observes the DG status and any change in network config-
uration to take quick action, and devise the new relay settings
accordingly [109].

In the literature, numerous adaptive strategies have been
presented to update the protection settings based on network
operating state. Considering this, the fault recovery schemes
for MG has been discussed for the detection of permanent

faults and network topologies such as network reconfigura-
tion and grid switching [110]–[112]. The authors discussed
the detailed literature review on developments and challenges
for MG adaptive protection [13], [23], [113]. Despite the
flexibility offered by adaptive protection, replacing all exist-
ing relays with the adaptive scheme is very costly. The most
challenging part for DNO ismaintaining safe and secure com-
munication between each device when some new DGs are
added. Although the industry has used IEC 61850 GOOSE
messages, the main concern is that the costs are higher as
all the devices owned by customers must be connected for
metering purposes.

4) VOLTAGE BASED PROTECTION SCHEME
For low voltage DN where the fault current is not sufficient,
that could be detected by conventional overcurrent relays.
Therefore, a voltage-based protection scheme was proposed
in [114], [115] to monitor the DG output voltage and apply
the Clark abc-dq transformation technique to obtain the dc
quantities in the d-q reference frame. Thus, any disturbance
at the output of micro-sources due to fault may disrupt d-q
values. The approach then compared with the reference volt-
age signals to compute the disturbance in a voltage signal,
as shown in Fig. 15. This disturbance is utilized to compute
the fault and identify the faulty sections to protect the network
against many faults. Another voltage-based protection using
a positive sequence component is based on Park transforma-
tion to detect the symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults in
MG without using a communication link [116]. Similarly,
an approach suggested in [117] to monitor the voltage drop at
the busbar to detect the fault occurrence in a network, and any
change in the direction of power may indicate the location
of fault for both the grid-connected and islanded mode of
operation.

FIGURE 15. Voltage-based protection scheme for micro-sources
equipped with power electronics interfaces.

The article proposed in [118] discussed an algorithm for
voltage control on radial DN based on multi-agent systems,
which mitigates the voltage deviation caused by the con-
nection of DGs or dynamic load conditions. The distributed
control is divided into several overlapping segments. Each
segment is assigned to an agent that senses the voltage vari-
ables and exchanges the information between two adjacent
segments. This approach formulates the reactive power com-
pensation to restore the voltages and eliminate voltage devi-
ation without any central controller intervention. The author
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in [119] proposed an algorithm to achieve its protection based
on node voltage measurements when a fault occurs within
a zone. The algorithm is based on modelling an approach
that divides the DN into several overlapping protective areas.
The overlapping function is logically achieved through peer-
to-peer communication between intelligent agents in neigh-
bouring zones. The body of knowledge and research in
time-domain voltage measurements for protection currently
appears to be limited specially to cope with limited short-
circuit capacities of the converter-interfaced RES connected
in MG based DN and this area needs further research.

Recently in [120], the author has proposed the new pro-
tection approach for MGs using synchronized voltage pha-
sor measuring units (PMU). The relay algorithm exchanges
the required information with IEDs located at neighbouring
nodes and formulate its protective function by calculating
the active power difference and sensitivity-based fault detec-
tion indices on the synchronized voltages within a specified
protection zone. The proposed algorithm efficiently detects
and identifies all types of faults for the grid-connected and
islanded operation mode. Although the technique proposed is
independent of change in network topology, the need for an
efficient communication link is required to adapt the setting
and calculate the active power difference for the reconfigured
network after permanent faults in a standalone system.

5) SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
Another suitable protection strategy to mitigate the high pen-
etration levels of RES integrated networks can be achieved
by signal processing techniques. This technique detects the
faults in the network by extracting the features of the fault
index using voltage and current signals [121]. The stud-
ies presented in [13], [23], [122] discuss the protection
challenges and strategies based on machine learning and
signal processing techniques for RES and Inverter-based
grid-connected systems. A work based on a multiscale repre-
sentation of wavelets for fault detection and isolation is pro-
posed in [123] by reducing harmonics, signal noise, and false
alarms for an inverter-based PV source.Moreover, the authors
in [124] have proposed a fast and adaptive relay mechanism
implementing a fast and recursive discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) for an integrated radial DN. This algorithm pro-
vides optimal relay settings based on the network different
operating conditions. More applications related to wavelet
transforms and syntactic methods to detect and measuring
the power system parameters are discussed in [125]–[127].
It can be deduced that the performance of these wavelet
transforms studies can provide better performance for the
identification of faults in the PV based integrated systems.
However, their performance may be affected with the pres-
ence of noise. Therefore, a work in [128] introduced a
fault recognition algorithm for PV-based integrated DN. The
author has proposed a signal processing technique to identify
the fault by Wigner distribution and Alienation index. The
results show the effectiveness of fault identification at var-
ious locations and different fault types during the presence

of noise. A recent adaptive protection approach based on
DiscreteWavelet Transform-Differential Algorithm as shown
in Fig. 16. to eliminate all noisy and unwanted signal issues
and coordinate the relay settings [129]. However, a more
efficient technique needs to be implemented for the hybrid
RES integrated networks to verify the reliability of protective
devices during fault scenarios based on the network new
switching state. The summary of signal processing techniques
is presented in Table 5.

FIGURE 16. A protection approach using signal processing
techniques [129].

6) MODIFIED PROTECTION COORDINATION STRATEGIES
USING NSC
Many studies discussed above have highlighted the protection
coordination challenges in MG based DN. Considering the
challenges encountered by the classical protection scheme
due to operational changes in interconnected networks, there
is a need to adopt a new relay characteristic for the pro-
tection devices. With the advent of digital relays, a pro-
grammable microprocessor-based relay (MBR) can provide
the potential change to the conventional protection approach.
Moreover, competitive costs and reliable performance have
increased the chance of micro-processing OCRs being used
as a replacement for electro-mechanical OCRs [26], [130].
Therefore, the new user-defined characteristics (UDC) can be
formed as an unconventional protection scheme to mitigate
the coordination issues caused by integrated DGs into DN.

7) PROTECTION STRATEGY BASED ON ELECTRICAL
PARAMETERS
The earlier study devised a formation of nonstandard char-
acteristics using the pros of two standard curves. The author
applied the Lagrange generalized optimization method with
the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions to reduce operating
time [131]. A linear interpolation approach was devised for
relays to construct a piece-wise linear characteristic and tab-
ulate them with a minimum number of points. This charac-
teristic removes drawbacks of the standard characteristics for
unnecessary operating time for lower fault current and main-
tains constant CTI between primary and backup relays [132].
Such type of methods can only be applied where fault levels
remain almost constant.

Another approach is related to overcome the coordination
problems for industrial protection devices. The author has
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TABLE 5. Modified protection coordination techniques implemented to DN integrated with microgrids.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Modified protection coordination techniques implemented to DN integrated with microgrids.

proposed a curve fitting technique to set the parameters that
vary with the fault current (If) [133]. The proposed charac-
teristic equation, as given in Eq. (7) and (8), whereas the
reduction in relay operating time with the change in function
value can be observed in Fig. 17. The results showed that
the UDC could be employed for industrial relays to alleviate
the coordination issues with existing industrial protection
devices. However, it must be noted that new constants must be
adjusted for each specific case, and the generalization of the
solution must be further investigated by providing a formula
to address the protection challenges of power systems.

A
(
If
)
= A.e−

If
C (7)

Top =
A(I f ) ∗ TMS

(PCS)B − 1
(8)

.
To overcome the limitations of industrial OCR, the authors

have devised a novel GA to enhance the industrial OCRs
tripping characteristics and consider the maximum PCS of
the industrial relays and formulated as a constraint to miti-
gate the technical issues embed by DG [134], [135]. More-
over, leveraging programmable relays benefits by devising
a new characteristic equation to obtain an optimal protec-
tive relay solution. The researcher has modified the standard
characteristic (SC) equation as given in Eq. (9) by adding

FIGURE 17. Proposed tripping characteristic with the change in fault
currents Soria, et al. [133]

the bus voltage to mitigate the effects of DG using the
DOCR relay [136].

Top =
(

1

e(1−Vf )

)
A ∗ TMS

(PCS)B − 1
(9)
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Furthermore, the same approach has been applied with a
dual setting of DOCR for a transmission network, includ-
ing a Wind Power Plant. This study aimed to provide fast
fault isolation using the time current-voltage (TCV) tripping
characteristics by considering the FRT capabilities of wind
plants as defined by standard grid codes [137]. The benefit
of an exponential term used in (4) accelerates the operation
of OCR, the addition of node voltage usually affected during
the fault, especially for PV-based distribution systems. Many
other researchers have considered the addition of voltage in
a characteristic equation to propose a more effective solu-
tion. Jamali et al. in [138]–[140] have improved the coor-
dination between reclosure and downstream fuses by doing
some amendments in a characteristic equation in terms of per
unit voltage value and a constant ‘‘k’’ as given in Eq. (10).
This scheme applies to modern reclosure embedded with
microprocessor-based relays.

Top =
(

Vf
ek∗Vf )

)
A ∗ TMS

(PCS)B − 1
(10)

Moreover, a similar approach in [141] utilizes the local
measurements of fault voltage and current magnitude without
any communication links. The addition of extra parameters
and natural logarithm is considered to linearize the operation
and improve voltage and current variations during the fault.
But this leads to computational complexity and may trap in
local solutions.

A robust protection scheme was proposed in [16] with two
distinct characteristics for primary and backup protection.
The fault voltage was added along with the time dial constant
‘‘A’’ to reduce the operating of the relay and maintain proper
coordination. However, the relay coordination gets affected
for the upstream faults by eliminating the TMS from the
standard relay equation given in Eq. (11).

Top =
log

(
Vf + A

)
(PCS)B − 1

+ C (11)

Furthermore, an impedance and admittance-based char-
acteristic has been proposed to mitigate the coordination
issues from the integrated resources in the network. In [142],
a new protection scheme for primary and backup relays was
proposed considering measured impedance based on two
procedures. Firstly, impedance-based differential protection
was implemented to identify fault occurrence and provide
sufficient time to exchange data. Then, the method is based
on measured impedance incorporated with inverse time char-
acteristics to obtain the optimal settings given in Eq. (12).
The suggested approach provides efficient results and proper
coordination for both grid-connected and isolated operation
modes of MG.

Top =
Td(

m
ZL.min
Zm

)α
−β

(12)

As discussed earlier, Dewadasa et al. in [92] proposed a
novel technique combined with a standard relay equation
to provide a solution for low penetrated MG. Similarly,

the authors in [4] have provided protection to converter-based
DGs in MG. The scheme was efficient in providing the
protection solution to MGs during dynamic operating modes.
The scheme utilized the admittance parameters in the respec-
tive protection zones where the fault levels are low enough to
be sensed by conventional relay settings. Therefore, the abso-
lute value of admittance was added in a relay characteris-
tic equation to improve the overall sensitivity, as given in
Eq. (13). The proposed scheme did not include the TMS
that may cause large operating times for the relay closer to
the sources. Moreover, in this method, the identification of
high impedance fault near the end of the defined zone can
be a non-trivial task and careful measurement is required
to calculate the admittance value due to shorter length of
distribution lines than transmission lines.

Top =
A

Y Br − 1
+ C (13)

The proposed approach demonstrated that admittance-
based UDC could provide better results regardless of changes
in source impedance. However, there are still limitations in
implementing an admittance relay to sense low-level faults
and dividing the lines into several zones may increase the
computation burden and cause large operating time. More
research needs to be investigated to implement the user-
defined characteristic in a more efficient way to overcome
the relay coordination issues in DN.

8) PROTECTION STRATEGY BY CHANGING RELAY CURVE
PARAMETERS
Another approach has been discussed to construct the relay
characteristic by manipulating the relay parameters without
modifying the standard relay characteristics equation. Many
studies have been conducted to change the relay parameters
other than PMS and TMS setting to obtain a better solution.
Considering the IEEE C37.112-1996 standard characteris-
tics, the author has demonstrated an adjustable protection
setting of IDMT relay by considering two short-circuit cur-
rent maximum andminimum. The algorithm design a specific
time curve for each relay, improving the coordination inter-
vals without compromising the curve’s shape [14]. In [15]
protection coordination strategy was proposed to decrease
the operating time of relays by considering the effects
of DGs. The protection coordination problem was formu-
lated as nonlinear programming, and the other relay param-
eters (A & B) values were chosen optimally in addition to
(TMS and Ip) to achieve optimal coordination time for
DOCR. The proposed technique was tested on meshed net-
works, and the results showed a significant reduction in
overall operating time compared with conventional standard
relays. Consdiering the benefits of user defined relay char-
acteristics, the authors have proposed an efficient protection
coordination strategy to obtain dual DOCR settings [143].
The results showed the robustness of implementing non-
standard inverse-time characteristics to reduce the relays
operating time in an interconnected DNs.
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FIGURE 18. A Hybrid Protection Coordination Module using AI and
Optimization Techniques [176].

Moreover, a combined characteristic-based protection
approach using two different relays is proposed in [144].
In this strategy, the second zone of a transmission line is
divided into two sections: the first section protects the main
line beyond the first zone with delay time TZ2, and the second
one protects 50% of the adjacent line with a time delay
of TZ2. Therefore, a new objective function was devised by
combining the D& DOCR to overcome relays’ operating
time. This protection problem was formulated as NLP and
solved by a hybrid optimization technique using (HGA_LP).
The proposed new operating characteristics give better opti-
mal settings for Distance and DOCR (D&DOCR) relays.
Similarly, an approach used in [145] formulates the protection
problem as a nonlinear problem (NLP) with five variables.
The zone −2 setting of distance relays is made adaptive so
that the minimum coordination time margin is maintained for
a full reach of distance relays. The combined features of the
zone-2 setting of distance relay and user-defined overcurrent
relay provide better coordination between relays. To over-
come N-1 contingency state conditions in sub-transmission
lines, a communication-assisted coordination scheme with a
dynamic objective function optimally determines the settings
of D-DOCRs and operating time of the second zone of
distance relay. However, due to the complex formulation of
the problem, the solution may take a long computational time
and trapped in local minima. Also, the connection of dual-
type relays may increase the overall cost of the protection
system [146].

The discussed approaches have considered all the relay
constants as variables and gained better results. However,
this may increase the calculation burden and trap in local
solutions to provide optimal relay settings. Therefore, instead
of increasing the number of constants, a proposed optimum
setting of DOCRs by considering different characteristic
curves to protect AC MGs for different operation modes. In
this approach, the third parameter of standard curve selection
added alongwith the relay setting variable PS and TMS [147].
The proposed scheme selects the protection characteristic
based on minimum operating time. However, this strategy
may fail by changing the type of DG, which contributes
to low fault currents and takes longer relay operating time.

Another approach proposed in [148] presents a new coordi-
nation strategy for multisource meshed DN, which allows the
users to define arbitrary TCC. A new objective function was
formulated as an NLP problem and obtained by adding a new
time constraint as a penalty factor and optimize the variables
TMS, Ip & auxiliary variable Toff by PSO algorithm.
A work presented in [149] proposed a protection scheme

for an ungrounded power network where the fault current
is low and cannot be detected by an ordinary relay (51N).
A UDC is formed by combining two conventional IEC char-
acteristic features to minimize the total relay operating time
for the lower fault currents. This scheme helps to over-
come the unnecessary fuse blow and maintains the selectivity
between relay-fuse pairs. Other ideas are available in the
literature on developing the new characteristic curve by
adding a scaling factor to overcome the relay coordina-
tion complexity for the far end faults [150]. The proposed
protection strategy reduces the total relay operating time
in grid-connected and islanding operating modes. However,
a difficulty arises in relays selectivity with the change in
network topology and reconfiguration with respect to future
planning. Moreover, additional parameters may increase the
complexity of objective function, and the probability of an
infeasible solution will be generated. Hence, the process of
updating these infeasible solutions may converge to local
optima. Some features of user-defined standard character-
istics to alleviate the impact of DGs and possible changes
in the network that causes the coordination problems are
summarized in Table 5.

9) PROTECTION COORDINATION STRATEGIES USING
INTELLIGENT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES
This section discusses the intelligent computation techniques
to solve the protection coordination issues in interconnected
DN. The protection coordination is nonlinear, non-convex,
and highly constrained problem due to its dynamic oper-
ation characteristics. Various intelligent optimization algo-
rithms have been implemented to coordinate the primary and
back-up relays to solve the protection coordination problem
(PCP) [151], [152]. The PCP can be formulated as Linear
Programming (LP), Non- Linear Programming (NLP), and
Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) which
are solved by intelligent algorithms based on mathemat-
ical techniques, Intelligent optimization techniques, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Networks techniques. Moreover,
Fig. 19 illustrating a general structure to obtain an optimal
relay setting using intelligent computing techniques in Active
Distribution Networks.

a: MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
To solve relay coordination issues and eliminate the con-
vergence gap to reach a global optimization solution. Thus,
researchers have formulated such a problem as an optimiza-
tion problem and implemented mathematical techniques to
optimize DOCR settings. The author used the LP techniques
to solve the protection coordination issue and considered the
definite time of backup relay to obtain optimal settings for
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FIGURE 19. A general structure to obtain optimal relay settings using intelligent computing techniques in active distribution networks.

the relay [18]. Commonly, the authors preferred to use LP
techniques to obtain the optimal TMS to achieve selectivity
between relays. Simplex, dual simplex, two-phase simplex,
trial and error method, and deterministic techniques have
been reported in the literature to solve the coordination issue
in the presence of DGs [81], [153], [154]. Several other
LP-based optimization methods are discussed in the literature
by considering the pickup as a pre-set value to obtain the
minimal solution of relays and verified the selectivity by
considering network uncertainties [83], [155]. Generally,
in LP methods, the constraints develop for current settings
may fail to give the optimal solution for TMS values and may
cause higher relay operating times.

The other research methods, as mentioned in [156], have
formulated the protection problem as NLP and implemented
general Algebraic modeling, sequential quadratic program-
ming (SQP), and Randomly search programming techniques
to find the optimal solution for relay settings. In the SQP
technique, PCP is formulated as nonlinear by considering
the fault constraint as a part of the objective function,
which does not affect the optimal coordination settings [157].
Another work proposed in [87] proposed dual settings of
DOCRs to obtain optimal settings. The Primary and backup
relays on each line coordinated with each other and capable
of protecting both forward and reverse fault direction with
different relay settings.
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In [158], the author has proposed an optimization algo-
rithm by appropriately designing the objective function
according to the current system configuration and validated
the results by SIMPoruchy 2.1 simulation. The scheme adopts
the DOCR settings incorporated with IDMT characteristics.
Similarly, the author proposed another mathematical algo-
rithm in [159] using the Modified Electromagnetic Field
Optimization (MEFO) algorithm. The protection problem
was formulated as NLP to solve the DOCR optimal coordina-
tion problem using MEFO. The results demonstrate that the
MEFO technique is a useful and reliable tool for DOCR coor-
dination and comparatively better than several well-known
optimization techniques. NLP techniques are implemented
to formulate the PCP as high constrained and consider both
pickup current and TMS as continuous variables that show
compatibility with the nature of digital relays [160]. However,
due to complex formulation, NLP may take a long processing
time, cause the non-convex solution, and trap local minima.
To obtain better solutions, the authors have proposed many
other intelligent computational techniques for interconnected
systems to solve the coordination issues for DOCR in more
efficient ways [12], [23].

b: META-HEURISTIC OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
The main advantage of using heuristic and meta-heuristic
algorithms; they have a wider search space to create a number
of populations and generations to find a global optimum
solution. Many optimization techniques have been proposed
in [11], [12] literature to optimize the relay coordination
settings. An author has proposed an optimization technique
to solve the PCP for DOCR and incorporate FCL for the
MGs dynamic operating modes [27]. The relay coordination
problem was formulated as NLP and solved by the genetic
algorithm (GA) with a constraint handling penalty factor
method. The constraints of FCL added along with the other
protection settings TMS and PS to obtain the optimal values
needed to achieve relay coordination.

Similarly, to obtain an optimal relay setting, an adaptive
protection scheme using GA was proposed in [161] to test
the relay performance for the multiloop system. Moreover,
the researcher proposed a popular technique particle swarm
optimization (PSO), to obtain the optimal and exact solution
for the relay coordination settings. Another approach based
on a modified PSO (MPSO) algorithmwas presented in [162]
to solve the relay coordination in the meshed network. The
results obtained by the modified PSO algorithm were com-
pared by the original PSO algorithm, which was initially
used to optimize the relay settings as an unconstrained coor-
dination problem. Another approach based on MPSO was
utilized to obtain a better solution for large meshed networks
with high penetrated DGs [163]. The obtained results showed
better performance than deterministic methods to find opti-
mal PCS and TMS for DOCR and also providing better
selectivity and minimizing the relay operating time under
different network topologies.

Many other metaheuristic methods have been applied in
DN to solve the coordination problem of relays caused due
to different DG penetration levels, fault types, and locations.
Ant Lion Optimizer in [164] proposed to produce the optimal
setting of DOCR to minimize the total relay operating time.
In [165], enhanced differential evolution (HDE) algorithms
able to produce the lowest standard deviations for the high
constraint DOCR problem, and [20] used a teaching learning-
based optimization (TLBO) algorithm to determine backup
relays for every primary relay by employing LINKNET struc-
ture with far vector.

However, for large integrated networks, the relay coor-
dination is formulated as a highly constrained optimization
problem and obtaining a global solution becomes a chal-
lenging task for metaheuristic techniques. Therefore, this
increases the probability of rendering an infeasible solution
during the searching process and the model gets stuck in
local optima due to the process of updating these infeasible
solutions. To overcome this highly constrained protection
problem, hybrid optimization techniques have been proposed
as discussed in [166]–[168].

The authors in [167], [169] presented an efficient and
comprehensive hybrid optimization framework for active dis-
tribution networks to solve the relay coordination problem by
considering network uncertainties and topological changes.

A work in [169] implemented a hybrid technique based
on meta-heuristic and mathematical optimization approach to
achieve proper relay coordination settings for MG different
operating modes. Moreover, to overcome the protection con-
straints for high penetrated DGs, the author has proposed a
newOCR curve. A robust combinatorial optimizationmethod
implemented in [170] to solve the coordination problem
using a new characteristic relay. A novel approach based on
Rosen Gradient projection Differential evolution (RGP–DE)
[171] optimizes the parameters iteratively based on measured
voltages available at relay location and currents until the
solution is converged. The scheme was tested on different
DG sizing and location to verify the efficiency of the pro-
posed technique. However, the scheme has not included relay
performance for high impedance faults and inverter-based
DGs that may cause sensitivity issues for exiting protection
relays majorly. There is still an opportunity left to explore
a combination of metaheuristic techniques and mathematical
programming to produce an efficient and more accurate pro-
tection solution.

c: ARITIFICAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES
Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are implemented in
the protection system to predict the miscoordination in the
relay operating times. This biological-based computer pro-
gram technique usually imitates the information of the human
brain. This technique forecasts the relay parameters using
AI techniques to determine the optimal relay settings accord-
ing to the network operating scenarios. AI techniques cover
artificial neural networks (ANN), fuzzy logic (FL) con-
trol, and their hybrid approaches (ANN-FL), an adaptive
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neuro-fuzzy interface system utilized for MG protec-
tion [13], [23]. The authors proposed a novel approach based
on feed-forward neural networks to identify the fault location
and trips the associated zone breakers [172]. However, in this
approach, there may be a backup zone failure if a breaker
does not open by the tripping signal. Another work-related to
feed-forward multi-layer neural network approach for inter-
connected DNs with DGs to obtain the TMS settings for
calculating the relay operating times. Furthermore, A work
in [173] proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) tech-
nique to mitigate the miscoordination time of relays. The
data obtained by ANN output shows the improvement in the
operating times and reduces the miscoordination. However,
further, improvement is required to overcome the negative
values of relay coordination based on fault location. An online
adaptive approach was proposed in [174] to alleviate the relay
coordination issueswith the change in short circuit levels. The
approach utilized adaptive fuzzy logic to choose the proper
offline settings based on network topology. The results show
the effectiveness of implementing AI techniques. However,
the relay settings need to be optimized adaptively based on
DG capacity and fault types. More applications based on
ANN and Fuzzy based methods to mitigate the protection
challenges and model the user-defined relay characteristics
are discussed in [175]–[178].

In [175] O. Emmanuel et al. devised a formation of the
inverse-time current characteristics curve for forecasting the
real optimal operating time for every protective relay at
each line by implementing a GA-ANN hybrid approach. The
experimental findings of proposed approaches using the mul-
tiobjective function validate the accuracy of the time char-
acteristic curve and able to predict the relay operating time
with minimum square error(mse). However, miscoordination
elimination among the relay pairs was not improved effec-
tively. Similarly, to overcome the stochastic nature of DGs
integrated into the MG, an adaptive protection scheme is
suggested by the authors in [176]. A hybrid optimization
and fuzzy inference approach are implemented to optimally
determining the relay settings (Ipu&TSM) as shown in Fig.18.
Moreover, Daryani et al. in [178] proposed a flexible

approach based on fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN), namely Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interface Sys-
tem (ANFIS). In the proposed system, the ANFIS structure
is incorporated into the developed protection relay model
to intelligently adapt the protection settings according to
the MG topological state. The proposed strategy verifies the
relay performance for different fault conditions. Regardless,
the proposed protection scheme could malfunction the relay
operating times with the change in network configuration and
layout.

In the aforesaid solutions, the main hindrance is storing the
fault and relay data related to different groups of protection
settings in the computer memory. Moreover, an immense
quantity of data and network operating states condition to
be collected if the network is extended or more DGs are
installed. Also, if the prevailing conditions of the MG do

not match any of the stored protection settings, then conse-
quently, the interpretation of the proposed structure becomes
essential. Therefore, a flexible approach is required to find a
solution to the issue related to existing and future operating
networks.

This section has discussed the different relaying schemes
to provide adequate protection for bidirectional faults in inter-
connected power networks. The protection device (relay) is
carefully chosen for the power equipment, and their settings
are optimized based on the system operating conditions. This
practice is usually done at the planning stage; moreover, for
future planning or any modification in the power network,
the DOCR is considered a highly recommended protection
relay to mitigate the bidirectional faults and nuisance trip-
ping. Although DOCR is an expensive protection device due
to its dual settings property, however, this relay is consid-
ered a safe and reliable protection device for meshed and
radial DN. Whereas, the power-producing companies need to
consider the high capital cost for the protection devices and
advanced strategies to obtain the relay settings for all con-
tingency operating states. The incorporation of DOCR with
adaptive protection further improves the protection scheme
reliability for future smart grids. The deployment of adaptive
protection strategies can improve the overall sensitivity of
relays. However, the challenges that arise with these adaptive
communications assisted OCR in terms of economics and
tariff, as discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore, for smart DNs,
the new protection strategies must ensure safety and reliabil-
ity with minimum protection cost. In this regard, the deploy-
ment ofmicroprocessor-based digital relays can provide a fast
response and inexpensive protection solutions. Whereas the
protection settings can be programmed and modified based
on the network topology. As discussed in Section 2.6, instead
of implementing conventional characteristics, the modified
relay characteristics can reduce the fault clearing time. Incor-
porating UDC with OCR can substantially decrease relay
operating time for interconnected MGs under various con-
ditions and operating modes. Keeping the NSC benefits,
researchers are still exploring an economic real-time protec-
tion scheme for the practical interconnected DNs.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the study conducted and presented in this paper,
an intelligent and robust protection scheme is mandatory to
mitigate the protection challenges. Therefore, the implemen-
tation of UDC can help to optimize the protection settings
according to the network behaviour. Considering the possible
changes in network configuration following are the recom-
mendations of protection strategies that can be explored for
further research:

• One of the economical solutions considering the classi-
cal protection approach is optimal network reconfigura-
tion and DG sizing for integrated networks to comply
with existing protection settings and coordination con-
straints during normal and abnormal situations. Further
research needs to be explored by considering combined
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protection strategies to get optimal relay settings and
optimal DG benefits integrated into MGs.

• A multi-objective optimization approach can be
employed to solve the relay coordination problem in
an extensive DN and reduce the relay operating time
by considering the user-defined characteristics. Such
an optimization approach can intensify the flexibility
of implementing a dual setting relay characteristics
curve in comparison to standard relay characteristics
to mitigate the high impedance fault scenarios in the
presence of inverter-based DGs.

• Development of active management adaptive protec-
tion scheme is imperative to update the relay settings
via-high and reliable communication links that maintain
the selectivity of relays under dynamic load changes,
demand response, and change in network topology in
the integrated MGs-based DN. However, a secure link
and high-performance bandwidth channels are required
to exchange secure data among IEDs.

• A real-time fast response protection scheme for the
multi-MG systems to detect the formation of islands in
case of grid faults and obtain the relay setting to achieve
proper coordination for both pre-and post-contingency
scenarios.

• A dual voltage-current based user-defined relay charac-
teristic needs to be implemented to avoid misinterpreta-
tion of the cold-load pickup with fault current to avoid
de-energizing of the un-affected circuit. The scope of
utilizing UDC to overcome practical network peculiari-
ties is still an open topic.

• Recent advancements in power electronics insti-
gated to integrate AC and DC microgrids, forming
multi-microgrid (MMGs) configuration. Higher power
quality, higher reliability, increased energy efficiency,
less cost, and reduced carbon emissions are the major
advantages of MMGs. Hence, rigorous modifications
are required in conventional protection approaches to
ensure the system’s reliability for MMG configuration.

• In recent years, the area of power system resilience has
gained substantial traction. Making the power system
resilient entails preparing it for unprecedented high-
intensity, low probability events. Fault experienced dur-
ing these events is far greater than the conventional
N-1 & N-2 contingency planning criteria. Therefore,
to strengthen the resilience of interconnected MGs dur-
ing major outages, a study should be conducted to locate
the fault and update the associated relays based on fault
direction and satisfying the protection constraints.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper has reviewed the protection strategies proposed
to mitigate the impact of MGs integration to DNs. The
basic features of relays, reviews of established techniques to
overcome the protection failure, advantages, and associated
shortcomings have been explored. Generally, two strategies
can be utilized to overcome the protection failure in the

integrated network; either to maintain the existing protection
system using grid standards and control techniques or to
modify the settings to achieve proper relay coordination. The
classical protection approach in the first strategy can be an
economical solution for DNOs; however, this may compro-
mise the reliability of the network. Whereas the modified
protection approaches could be a costly solution with the
connection of advance relaying schemes, but it provides a
stable operation to the network.

From the literature review, it can be concluded that the
proliferation of various types of DGunits inMGs has changed
the operational characteristics of the power system. Addi-
tionally, the dynamic changes in the active distribution net-
works, such as network reconfiguration and demand response
have introduced coordination issues in the existing protec-
tion devices. Therefore, the conventional protection strategies
need to be revised to cope with the dynamic changes in
the network. Utilizing the features of programmable relays,
with the implementation of user-defined relay characteris-
tics, provides better coordination and significantly reduces
the total relay operating time for the bi-directional faults in
the network. The incorporation of user-defined time-inverse
characteristics can provide a robust protection scheme to
locate the possible faults and optimize the relay coordination
settings according to the network layout.
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